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Lesson 7

Out West
Chapter 11

Theme

Overview

Women—some widowed by the Civil War—
also found a more open society in the West.
The need to populate the land and establish
communities created an unusual acceptance
of women as homesteaders and entrepreneurs. Some territories granted full rights of
citizenship to women, including suffrage.
Women were frequently welcomed as a civilizing influence in rough frontier towns that
desired to become respectable communities.
And so, women in the West enjoyed greater
autonomy, status, and respect long before
they did in the more established and conservative east.
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After the Civil War, settlers rushed into the
western territories and transformed the
Great Plains from open prairie to the
nation’s breadbasket. In the process, they
robbed the Native Americans of their ancestral lands and changed the nation forever.

crop, or to join the ranks of the cowboys, who
offered African Americans more equality than
was available elsewhere in the nation at that
time. Some blacks stayed in the federal army
and earned the sobriquet “buffalo soldiers,” a
name given to them by Native Americans
because of their physical characteristics.
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From the time the nation was founded,
Americans viewed the West as a never-ending source of new living space. Just beyond
the edge of civilization, that vast open land
provided room and opportunity for a better
life with plentiful, rich earth free to anyone
who was daring and hard working enough to
claim it and use it.

After the Civil War, veterans of both
armies looked to the western lands for a new
start in life. They came as farmers under the
Homestead Act or acquired inexpensive
farmland through railroad land subsidies.
Those who desired more adventure—and
were not afraid of back-breaking hard
work—joined the fraternity of the cowboys
and drove cattle over the great trails to rail
centers. Others became part of the most
ambitious enterprise of the century: building
a railroad across an entire rugged continent.
Some remained soldiers and joined the
United States cavalry, fighting Indians
instead of each other.
For many freed blacks, the West offered
opportunities to own land rather than share-

The promise of the great American West
reached beyond the nation itself, drawing
immigrants from Europe, Russia, and China.
Some settled in ethnic enclaves so that
entire Western communities spoke German,
or grew Russian wheat, or ate Swedish
meatballs. Immigrant Irish railroad gangs
building from eastern terminals met their
exotic Chinese counterparts laying track
from the west coast.
In the early 1800s, national leaders predicted that it would take half a millennium
to settle and populate the West’s vast terrain. But by the 1890s, America’s most dramatic era of expansion was over. Railway
tracks crisscrossed the prairies, and farms
and towns prospered where Native
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Americans had hunted buffalo only a few
decades earlier. Inherent in the great western movement was the sacrifice of an entire
ancient culture. The solutions to the “Indian
problem” were tragic for this once-proud
people. Forced from their ancestral lands,
robbed of their traditional way of life, denied
justice and equality, and often massacred,
the western Indian tribes were eventually
subdued and contained on reservations.

Hoxie, Frederick E., ed. 1996. Encyclopedia of
North American Indians: Native American
History, Culture, and Life from Paleo-Indians
to the Present. New York: Houghton Mifflin.
Lamar, Howard R. 1998. The New Encyclopedia
of the American West. New York: Harper
Collins.
Milner, Clyde A., II, Carol A. O’ Connor, and
Martha A. Sandweiss, ed. 1994. The American
West. New York: Oxford University Press.
Murphy, Richard W. 1987. The Nation Reunited:
War’s Aftermath. Alexandria, Virginia: TimeLife Books.
Sutherland, Daniel E. 1989. The Expansion of
Everyday Life 1860-1876. New York: Harper
& Row.
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The passing of the Old West was mostly
brought about by the arrival of modern technology. Inventions of mechanical farm
machinery and advances in farming techniques turned agriculture into an industry
and the small, self-sufficient sodbuster into
a businessman. The flat, grassy plains that
had defied profitable cultivation became the
bread-basket of the world. With advances in
communication and transportation, rural life
became less isolated, and suddenly the great
distances shrank. As the West embraced
countless new varieties of technological
advancement, even the cowboy on horseback—the very symbol of the American
West—finally grew obsolete as the guardian
of the range.

Horn, Huston and the Editors of Time-Life. 1974.
The Pioneers: The Old West. New York: Time
Life Books.

Trails West. 1979. Special Publications Division.
Washington, D.C.: National Geographic
Society.
Ward, Geoffrey C. 1996. The West: An Illustrated
History. Boston: Little, Brown and Company.
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Wheeler, Keith and the Editors of Time-Life.
1976. The Chroniclers: The Old West. New
York: Time Life Books.

Standards

References

Historical Thinking

Brash, Sarah, ed. 1997. Defiant Chiefs: The
American Story. Alexandria, Virginia: TimeLife Books.

The student will

Brash, Sarah, ed. 1996. Settling the West: The
American Story. Alexandria, Virginia: TimeLife Books.
Brown, Dee. 1994. The American West. New York:
Simon & Schuster.
Colbert, David. ed. 1998. Eyewitness to the
American West. New York: Penguin Books.

Historical Comprehension
• identify the central question(s) the historical narrative addresses
• evidence historical perspectives
• draw upon visual, literary, and musical
sources
Historical Analysis and Interpretation

Dick, Everett. 1993 (1948 Reprint). The Dixie
Frontier: A Social History. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press.

• identify the author or source of the historical document or narrative

Fleet, Cameron, ed. 1997. First Nations—
Firsthand. Edison, New Jersey: Chartwell
Books, Inc.

• compare or contrast differing sets of
ideas, values, personalities, behaviors,
and institutions
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The Lesson
Focus Activity – 10 minutes
1. Introduce the western movement of the late 1800s.
Explain that as soon as the Civil War ended, settlers
rushed to the Great Plains in the midsection of the United
States to make new lives.
Help the students locate the Great Plains and the area of
western settlement on the map on page 75 of
Reconstructing America.
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Explain that for many of these people, the move was a new
start. For example, settlers included Confederate veterans
whose homes and way of life were destroyed by war, northern immigrants who wanted their own land, African
Americans who left the segregated South, Civil War soldiers who remained in the military; and adventurers who
sought excitement.
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2. Distribute a sheet of chart paper and markers to each
team. Teams have two minutes to list on the chart paper
as many words as possible that they think describe the
“Old West.”
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3. Teams share their lists by displaying them in the classroom.

Teaching Activity – 20 minutes
1. Introduce Chapter 11 of Reconstructing America by asking
the teams to consider their lists of words about the “Old
West“:
• What words appear on all or most of the lists? Teams
place a checkmark next to each of those words.
• Based on the lists, what impressions do we share about
the “Old West”?
Students Speculate:
• Why would people head west after the Civil War?
• What difficulties would settlers encounter?
• Why would people take such risks?

Notes
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2. Reading for a Purpose: After introducing the Vocabulary
Words and People to Remember, direct the students to read
Chapter 11, “Meanwhile, Out West” in Reconstructing
America in order to discuss the following questions with
their teammates.
• What difficulties did settlers encounter in the West?
(Indians, buffalo, the terrain itself, new kind of farming)
• Why did the settlers take such risks? (To own land, to
farm, to make a better life, for adventure, to escape the
South during Reconstruction, to escape the industrialized life of the North)
3. Circulate and Monitor: Visit each team as the students
read the chapter and discuss the questions.
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4. Discuss the problems and promises of the West with the
class. (Refer to the chapter and add information from the
Overview.)

5. Direct the students to listen as you read the poem by Walt
Whitman on page 51 in Reconstructing America.
Help the students interpret the poem by asking
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• What types of growth does Whitman mention in his
poem? (Growth of cities, communication, transportation,
farming, and industry)
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• What does Whitman’s poem tell you about the West?
(The West is growing, changing, and progressing; it is
becoming industrialized and less wild.)

Student Team Learning Activity –
25 minutes
Recognizing symbols and stereotypes
1. Using the Transparency: Symbols, ask the students to
identify each object and what it represents. Guide the students in defining the term symbol, and write the word and
its definition on the vocabulary chart.
2. Ask the students:
• Which of the words on their team lists are symbols of
the Old West? (Focus Activity #2)
Students circle the words that are symbols on their team
lists.
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Connect the term symbol to political cartoons: Explain
that objects and political caricatures are often used in
political cartoons as symbols. Define the term caricature,
and write the word and its definition on the vocabulary
chart. Explain that cartoonists often seize on obvious differences in clothing, facial characteristics, and hairstyles
to symbolize or caricature particular groups of people.
3. Using the Transparency: Suitors, help the students identify the symbols and caricatures in the cartoon by asking
• What groups of people are depicted in this political cartoon?
• What clothing, facial characteristics, and hairstyles did
the cartoonist use to symbolize them?
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• What other symbols did the cartoonist use?
4. Then ask the students to Speculate:

• How does a cartoonist turn a caricature into a sympathetic or cruel portrait?

• How does the use of caricature express the cartoonist’s
point of view, bias, or attitude toward the character?
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Use the Transparency: Indian Bureau. Ask the students to
describe the cartoonist’s attitude or point of view and explain
how he uses symbols and caricature to make his point.
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5. Explain that hurtful symbols that are used to attack
groups of people are called stereotypes. Add the term and
its definition to the vocabulary list.
Then ask the students to again consider their lists of
words about the Old West:
• Are any of the words or symbols stereotypes of the Old
West?
• What groups of people or ideas about the Old West
might be victims of stereotyping?
6. Use the example of stereotyping Indians to introduce the
next activity.
Distribute one copy of Aboriginal Susceptibility and one of
Avarice of Indian Agents and two copies of the Cartoon
Analyzer to each team.
Explain the Student Team Learning Activity. If necessary,
help students define the terms aboriginal, susceptibility
and avarice.
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Transparency Masters

Cartoon Analysis Worksheet
Visuals

Words (not all cartoons include words)
Which words or phrases in the cartoon
appear to be the most significant?

What do you think each symbol
means?

Why do you think so?
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Which of the objects or characters
in the cartoon are symbols?
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Describe the action taking place in the cartoon.

Explain the message of the cartoon.

Adapted from a design by the Education Staff, National Archives and Records Administration

Team Sheet ó Lessons 6-7
Reconstructing America
59
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The Avarice of Indian Agents

Library of Congress

The Reason of the Indian Outbreak
General Miles declares that the Indians are starved into rebellion.

Team Sheet ó Lesson 7
Reconstructing America
63
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